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The Forest Event 
 
……… 
I just experienced that every fast movement of the head gets you out of Samadhi. Also 

during sitting. That is, every movement that is not done slowly, deliberately, not carrying the 
presence, separates the head from the heart (and from sex, the lower realms of existence). 
This is quite something, this discovery. 

Every time you do not feel good, or you do, in any case when you’re not one with 
existence – that is: you’re unaware, for in reality you are not  separate, you don’t have the 
power to be able to be separate from it – you want ‘sex’, consciously or not. You want to 
Reunite, in fact. 

Later this will be known as ‘the forest event’1. I walked through the forest and hoped, 
again and again, with every one of the five little houses I passed, that a woman dressed in a 
beautiful tight gown was already waiting for me. Everywhere and every time you don’t feel 
good, not one – so also when you think you feel good – there is sex. Everywhere, the whole 
day long, there is sex. Sex = being separate – instead of being together. It is not a form in 
the first place. It is a longing for Reunion. That ‘sex’ hides often and most of the 
time in the dark and masks itself as other forms, doesn’t mean it is not there.  

In the forest I suddenly heard a loud creak behind me, coming from a tree. For a 
moment I was startled but in no time afterwards, in a flash of lightning, there was the hope 
that a beautiful elegant woman would climb down the tree, a woman who did not let herself 
be distracted by the world, by forms, but who has contact with herself and is therefore quietly 
longing for me, for her beloved. Absurd but true.” 

 
Long(er) meditation retreats like this one were great in offering the opportunity to 

become so aware of things that are usually and easily hidden in the Dark in daily life – 
although they are there – that they cannot stay unnoticed any longer. The woman was always 
there. If there had been an attractive woman amongst the participants of the retreat I had 
directed my attention to her. Now, in this absence, the woman had to come from the trees, like 
a ripe fruit. ‘The forest events’ certainly contributed considerably to ‘my’ Realization of the 
Utter Importance of Man and Woman, Seeing that it is not just an issue, a subject as other 
subjects. It is the Subject, the Only Subject, it is reality itself. The One Exists Only as Two. 
Without the Two there is no One. I was not crazy, not obsessed with Woman, just (much) 
more Aware. Or, in fact, I Discovered everyone’s Obsession with the Opposite Sex, including 
mine, this Obsession that could exist as long as there was a ‘me’, an ‘I’, as long as It was not 
fully Aware as ‘Me’, as long as I represented (merely or even partly) one Side of the Coin, as 
long as I hadn’t United Man and Woman in ‘Myself’, in ‘my’ Consciousness-Body. And even 
then, if that Union would be There, ‘Woman’ would go on. Duality would go on. Only, I 

                                                
1 I was half joking here with this remark of ‘later this will be known as…’ Anyway, it was obviously 

inspired by reading the autobiography of Adi Da, in which he also had certain important events on 
his way to enlightenment which he gave names. 
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would be Free in it then, no unconscious slave any longer. Fundamentally I would not, 
secretly or anyhow, want anything from Woman any more. Things would, finally, have been 
turned around – and in this retreat they were fundamentally and for good turned around.2 
Woman would finally have the ‘Freedom’ to, in my Presence, in Man’s Consciousness, Want 
(from) Me, Man – like the Deeper Reality Says it ‘should be’ or rather is. The Beggar 
Stopped existing, the one who Offers (the Heart) was There. Similar to Adi Da who Offered a 
Relationship, I Offer Woman a Relationship, I Offer Her Man. Without (Present) Man there 
could be no True Relationship of Man and Woman, when Man indeed doesn’t Realize and 
Consciously Represent the One, next to playing His Part, Role in Woman’s Duality (as the 
Male Side). Man Was Man and Woman, the One and the Two – while Woman Was the Two. 
Only in Surrender to Man She could Be (Part of His) One, One Heart. 

Every body, including monks, had women – and men – ‘climbing down the trees’, 
descending from Above. The thing was to See this in all Clarity. The thing was not to get 
busy with something else, something of seemingly deeper importance, but to take it totally 
Seriously and to Feel so unlimitedly much Love for ‘the Other’ – and this Love Was There, in 
everyone – that One Eventually Unites with Him or Her: He Tears into Her (Two), She 
Explodes into Him, His One Heart. It was a pity that an intelligent Dhamma as Buddhism – or 
at least the branch of Buddhism that I was associated with here and that practiced vipassana as 
its main meditation – hasn’t incorporated Man and Woman, just like, as far as I knew, almost 
any path or religion has ‘forgotten’ to do so, by the way. Or, if they have done so, I don’t see 
any result of the theory been brought to reality on Earthly Level, It is, literally, not 
incorporated, has not become flesh. 

Also Masters have, hidden, this ‘Obsession’ with the Other Sex – as it is Nature, Part 
of Divine Nature. Only, they don’t want to See it, so they do not See it. It doesn’t fit their 
teaching or religion or path. They do not wish to be judged. ‘Man and Woman’ is Something 
with big judgements attached, to protect it from the Eye of Truth. So masters ‘have to’ act out 
the subject of Man and Woman in the Dark, especially all that’s related to sexuality. 
Krishnamurti had a life-long secret affair with his secretary. What is this for inferior Truth, if 
the teaching is something else than the act? Sai Baba masturbated boys for their own good 
and whatever else he did with them before the Eye of the Lord. Muktananda seduced and 
fucked girls in their early teens. Priests of the catholic church abuse children sexually. And so 
on and so on. Of course it goes like this if there’s no Clarity on Man and Woman ‘and’ 
Sexuality. The Whole Thing is as black as ink. 

                                                
2 The basis for this turnaround had happened earlier, however, with the Syrup leaving ‘my’ Body – 

Syrup = ‘self’ taking energetic ‘shape’ (which results in sleepiness, un-presence etc.) – and Clarity 
Came that ‘relationship and all its trouble’ was not my thing, my problem. As Heart-Man, living 
from and as the Heart, I fundamentally had no problem. I Was, Already, in Relationship. I Was, 
Already – and unlike Woman – in Love. In fact, the event of the Syrup leaving the Body, was, in 
its turn, a consequence of ‘my’ sacrifice of (being with) Tiara, my beloved, the representative of 
Woman on earth, into Truth, half a year earlier – which was the actual end of that intense 
relationship. 
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Only if you’re fully Aware of something can it be Transcended, can one go Beyond it. 
Fighting (and secretly protecting) the Dark (Side) never led to True Enlightenment, to a True 
Realization of Truth. 

The Masters never Transcended in their own Body Woman’s Obsession with the 
Other Sex in ‘Whom’ She Wants to Return. So, there’s only one conclusion: they took it over, 
UnSeen, and ‘have to’ live it, act it out in the Dark – or repress it, as for instance buddhists 
might try. 

Masters never Really Went into Woman. Going into Woman’s body was not the same 
as Going into Woman. One Needs a very big Heart for the latter. Going into Woman is Going 
as Heart into Her Dark. Only the Pure Heart can Survive there. A master, if he’s not Ready 
for it, easily gets Swallowed by even an ordinary woman. It was only thanks to ‘my’ Heart 
that ‘I’ Survived the intense Relationship with Woman in the form of Tiara, if we consider the 
fact that it took place largely before I started to meditate. And true, if ‘my’ Heart would not 
have been frustrated with Woman’s, Tiara’s, (lack of or at least limited and hidden) Response 
to It then I might not have started to meditate. By ‘Surviving’ I mean Becoming Her, Living 
Woman, without losing Man but on the contrary Manifesting Man through or via Woman. Or: 
Becoming Woman without becoming Woman, if you can follow it. 

Since ‘the forest event’ I Understood more Deeply than before, Wholly from Inside, 
Woman’s Obsession with ‘the Prince on the White Horse’, the One She was (and had always 
been) waiting for. It was originally a Natural ‘Obsession’ – or call it: Divine Attraction – that, 
on earth, in the Egoic Realm, had become an ‘obsession’, indeed, because She kept Her 
Attraction to Man, Her Deep Love for Him ‘safely’ in the Dark. She didn’t Want to Admit it. 
She Resisted her Original Nature. And so the horse always rode past Her. She didn’t dare to 
truly Open for the Prince, Who would have Responded, Immediately. Instead She opened 
(Her body) to the dark man, who could not Mirror Her Own Darkness, who could not Reject 
Her, whose Love She could not lose, because he could anyway not give her love; being an 
unconscious copying machine, he wouldn’t know how to do that, how to give Love. Woman 
wanted her dark to be Loved, Taken by the Prince, but She didn’t want to Dirty Him. Then all 
was lost. Now, with the Holy Prince still being Pure, Pure-Eyed, Pure-Hearted, there was at 
least still hope. And this way, without Invoking, Introducing the Prince in Her Darkness 
She’d take the hope with Her to Her grave(s). A sad ending of the fairy tale that was reality, 
every day, the whole day long. Until ‘Me’, as far as I was concerned. I would Reunite Dark 
and Light. I would Show Woman that I was not afraid of Her Dark. I was not blind. For I Was 
(a) Man. I Was (a) Heart. I would Wholly, Holy, Live Duality, let Myself be Dirtied, 
Weakened, Clouded, and Cleaned again, Returned to Power, Become Enlightened again – all 
by the One Same Heart of Love. I would Trigger Her Dark to show its face, over and over 
again and, Eventually, leave Her no choice but to See. If, with the by Me Given Eyes, She’d 
See Her Dark – because the Heart was There, Already – She could See Me as well, My Light, 
My Eternal Love, My Non-Rejecting Heart. She would See the Prince had Become a King. 
Her Attraction would Outshine Her Resistance in the Light of His Body That Was His Truth. 
She would stop acting, stop faking being and stop desiring to be a queen, the whole show 
would stop because She simply, naturally, Recognized She Was the Queen, His Woman, 
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Always – and not as a self, a self that came into existence because of Separating from Him, 
Her Man, Her King. She Had to ‘Do’ this Separation, Urging Him by This to Be(come) 
Conscious, of Her, of Himself as Man. But Now it was no longer necessary. Or at least, next 
to Separation also Unity would Be There. Consciously Living Both Separation and Unity 
Simultaneously Was the Oneness of Man and Woman, the Realization of Their ‘One-
Bodiness’, Being One Body of Two forms, the One as Two. Radically Seeing, Accepting, in 
the Full Light Surrendering into (the Painfulness of) Separation leaves it powerless. The 
Separative Force is no longer in control, no longer Ruling in the Dark. Man and Woman 
Found Each Other – again – Consciously this time. 

This was Really Something, Something Else – Something different from the Noble 
Dhamma. This was Way Beyond and Deeper than Man’s Truth (Dhamma). Without Woman, 
without Her Embodiment of Man’s Truth, Man’s Truth was a nice exercise, in itself going 
deep; only, not Touching the Earth, not Touching Woman, leaving Her in the Cold. Sitting 
with a straight back was not Enough. The ‘head’ – Consciousness – had to Bow, Bend 
Forward and Touch the Earth. ‘I’ Was the Touch. ‘I’ would Embody the Whole Touch, the 
Living Proof that Woman’s Body Is Part of Man’s Heart. The Body was no body. The Body 
was (a form of) Heart. Only if Man Finally, Finally, Took the Whole Body Seriously, the 
Whole Woman, then would This Truth Be(come) Clear, the Body would Shine (as) the Heart, 
instead of merely or mainly (as) Ego. 

The Noblest Dhamma for (a) Man Was: to Become Woman and, thus, Find Man… 
Find Man everywhere – not before a Hell of an Ordeal though. Only by Going into Woman 
This will be Known. Not by pondering, philosophizing or even meditating in the gallery or 
wherever. 


